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FROM THE PRESIDENT . .
Dear Friends of the Institute,
nother fineyear for the Pacific Institute is coming to an end and we
A continue
to grow in ability, reputation, and capacity . We are juggling the
difficult, but vital, task of combining academic and intellectual interests with
intensely political and social issues related to the well-being and preservation of the
planet. When we began work in 1987, we thought there was a need for an interdisciplinary group that could identify the complex connections among environment,
development, and security and work to reduce the risks of conflict, environmental
degradation, and unsustainable development . And we thought we could do the
job .
We were right. Our ability to identity cutting edge problems and come up
with understandable, implementable, and effective policy solutions has earned the
Institute an enviable reputation . The Pacific Institute has a reputation for highQuality work. Our activities in the areas of water, economic globalization, environmental justice, global climate change, and environmental security are respected,
sought-after, and used . In the past twelve months, we started an intensive collaborative effort with local groups in Oakland to develop and measure the well-being of
neighborhoods, we completed a major new study on the impacts of climate change
on the nations water resources, Island Press published the second volume of our
book The World's Water 2000-2001, we moved the debate over restoration of the
Salton Sea and the Colorado River delta toward more sustainable solutions, the
number of "hits" on our three different internet "centers" reached nearly half-amillion every month, and much, much more .
The goal of the Institute has always been to identify what we felt were the
critical issues and projects and then find the money to do them, thus avoiding
conflicts of interest and pressures from funders to change our direction or even our
results . Again, I think this is the right approach . At present, our funding remains
largely derived from generous and forward-thinking foundations who recognize both
the reputation of the Institute and our independence . We thank them profusely.
But we also recognized the limits of re!ying on foundations . Funding interests and
priorities change, program officers familiar with the Institute move on and new ones
appear, and foundation support often comes ayear or two at a time, making longterm financial planning difficult . At the same time, we do not want to become
dependent on government support or corporate giving, each of which carries its
own liabilities and constraints .
As a result,your help plays an important part . Support from generous individuals means a lot to us : it helps us remain flexible, responsive, and independent .
You read this report becauseyou share our concern for the issues we address . Will
you consider making a donation of cash, or stock, or other capital, to help us on
our way toward true independence?
In return, we promise to continue to seek answers to Questions we consider
vital, to address threats to our planet from environmental, economic, and political
sources, and to reach out to policymakers and the public with effective solutions .
We have also created an endowment a permanent fund capable of providing
independent support for our work . We have seeded that fund with some of our own
reserves and generous gifts from some ofyou, but thoseyoung seeds need all our
nurturing.
Peter H. Gleick
Oakland, December 2000
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The Kyoto Protocol and
Developing Nations : The
Challenges of Securing
Financing and Ensuring
Capacity Building
Irving Mintzer, Executive Editor,

FEATURE

Global Change Magazine

0

n 8- 10 May, the Pacific Institute joined with its non-governmental organization partners in the Consortium' for North-South Dialogue and Partnership
on Climate Change, and with the Foundation for Business and Sustainable
Development of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, to convene a major regional workshop in Cape Town, South Africa . Entitled CDM : The
Challenges of Securing Financing and Ensuring Capacity Building, this workshop was
the second regional meeting organised by the Consortium to help fowr practical
decision-making under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)z of the the Kyoto
Protocol . In presenting this workshop, the Institute and the Consortium worked closely
with our local partners, the Energy and Development Research Center (EDRC) of the
University of Cape Town (South Africa), Energy Transformations (South Africa) and
the Bridge Project of the Independent Mediation Service of South Africa (IMSSA) .

Overview of the Cape Town Meeting
The regional meeting in Cape Town involved a small one-day seminar and a larger
two-day workshop . The target audience for the one-day seminar on Climate Change
and Development (8 May 2000) included officials of Ministries of Finance, Development and Planning, Energy, Transport, and Agriculture, as well as private sector representatives and academic or research groups . The purpose of the seminar was to
highlight climate change-related issues and to emphasize the linkages among national
development, local environmental problems, and global environmental priorities .
The two-day workshop concentrated on problems relating to the implementation of
the CDM . The workshop identified the challenges and opportunities associated with
the CDM in Africa, with special focus on issues of finance and capacity building . This
workshop highlighted the Question of how African countries could attract new and
additional private investment through the CDM . The principal target audiences for
the workshop included a cross-section of stakeholders, 75% of whom came from the
African region . The African participants were divided roughly equally among representatives of government, private sector, and the academic, research, and NGO

continued on p . 4 . . .

communities . The 25% of participants who came from
outside Africa included a similar cross-section of stakeholders from Annex I countries, as well as experts on
climate change from other developing countries .

Discussion of Key Issues
Climate Change and Development Strategy

Climate change is not currently a top priority policy
issue for most African decision-makers or for civil society in Africa, nor is this issue closely tied to national
development strategies . Nonetheless, all Parties to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change have made a commitment to incorporate consideration of climate change in decisions concerning economic, energy,
and environmental policies . Many participants observed that, in order to address the potential impacts of climate
change and to integrate climate
change coriiderations systematically
into national development planning,
African countries must initiate an extensive, long-lasting, broadly gauged
program of capacity building and awarenes-raising .
Capacity Building and Institutional
Strengthening in African Countries

The capacity building discussion in Cape Town was
particularly rich, highlighting the need for strengthening indigenous institutions in Africa . Many participants
shared their perceptions of the poor institutional and
limited technical capacities of African governments .
They noted that unless the problem of institutional
capacity is adequately addressed, Africa's participation in climate change issues would be seriously limited .
NGOs and Civil Society as KeyActors in the
Climate Debate

The participants concluded that, to advance national
priorities through constructive response to climate
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change, all stakeholders must work collaboratively on
the identification of strategic options . Since poverty
alleviation is an overriding national priority in most
African countries, this central priority should be clearly
linked to smart domestic policy choices on climate
change . In this regard, NGOs have taken a key role in
raising public awareness of the climate and development linkage, but more work needs to be done . Key
ministries should be involved in working with domestic NGOs . Local communities and civil society must
also play a visible and important role .
The Importance of Creating a Business
Climate that Can Attract Investment to
Africa

All the participants agreed that investment
capital will continue to be a scarce resource
in the decades ahead . Companies wishing
to invest in international joint ventures have
a variety of choices for investment vehicles
and many countries in which to make investments . Investors will have very different preferences among types of projects,
choices of technologies, and the sort of
management structures in which they wish
to participate . As a consequence, several participants
emphasized that African countries hoping to capture
additional resources under such conditions must create business climates that are attractive to prospective investors .
What are the Next steps for Africa in
Establishing Successful CDM Programs?

Most participants agreed that national ministries of
economics, finance, energy, agriculture, forestry, and
transport in each country need to be involved in an
inter-agency process to match domestic investment
priorities with operational rules and criteria for CDM
activities . Particularly in small countries, participants
suggested that project identification should be coordinated at the national and sub-regional level . Resulting project proposals could then be bundled together
and more effectively packaged as a regional portfolio
when submitted to investors for review and evaluation .

PACIFIC INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN DEVELOPMENT, ENVIRONMENT, AND SECURITY

All the participants agreed that increased emphasis on
capacity building activities will be the key to success
of the CDM regime in Africa . The Cape Town meeting
concluded that, as the international negotiations move
toward a climax at the Sixth Conference of the Parties
(The Hague, the Netherlands, November 2000), African governments must focus during the negotiations
on securing a comprehensive decision on capacity
building and a structure for the CDM regime that is
well designed to meet Africa's needs for additional
financial resources and to support balanced and sustainable development in Africa .

Notes
I The founding members of the Consortium include : the
Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies (BCASI (Dhaka,
Bangladesh) Coordenacao des Programas de Pos-Grauacao
de Engenharia, Universidade Federal de Rio de laniero
(COPPE/UFRI), the Graduate School of Engineering of the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) ; ENDA TM
(Dakar, Senegal), the Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment and Security (Oakland, California and
Washington, D .C ., USA) and the Woods Hole Research
Center lWHRC) (Woods Hole, MA, USA) .
2 Under Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 'Annex I" Parties (industrialized nations) may earn "certified
emission reductions" credits that may be applied to help
meet their commitments under the Protocol by developing
projects in developing nations that result in greenhouse
emissions reductions . The purpose - of this "Clean Development Mechanism" is "to assist Parties not included in
Annex I in achieving sustainable development and in contributing to the ultimate objective of the Convention, and
to assist Parties included in Annex I in achieving compliance with their Quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments under Article 3 ."

New On The Net

The following resources have been recently
added to the Institute's website,
www.pacinst .org :
New Publications

• Wil Burns, From the Harpoon to the Heat : Climate
Change and the InternationalpWhaling Commission in the
21st Century, www.pacinst .org/IWCOPpdf
• Wil Burns, The Possible Impacts of Climate Change on
Pacific Island State Ecosystems, www.pacinst .org /
burnsecocc .pdf

• Peter Gleick, The Changing Water Paradigm : A Look
at Twenty-First Century Water Resources Development,
www.pacinst .org/waterpub .htm l

• Peter Gleick, The Human
w ww.pacinst .org/waterpub .htm l

Right to Water,

• Jason Morrison, et al ., Managing a Better Environment: Opportunities and Obstacles for ISO 14001 in
Public Policy and Commerce, www.pacinst .org/isoes .pd f
• Arlene Wong & Lisa Owens-Viani, Brownfields Redevelopment: Meeting the Challenges of Community Participation, www.pacinst .org/brownfld .pd f
Research Resources

• Selected Climate Change Resources on the Internet,
www.pacinst .org/ccresource .htm l

• Environmental Justice Resources on the Internet,
www.pacinst .org/el .htm l

• Water Conflict Chronology www. h ttp ://worldwater.org/
conflictlntro .htm

** To receive immediate notice of additions to our
site, sign up on our electronic mailing list on the site .
FALL 2000
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Why Environmental
Management System
Standards Matter
ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION
&

ENVIRONMENT

Katherine Kao-Cushing, Research Associate,
Pacific Institute

Environmental management system (EMS) :
A set of formalized principles and procedures that any organization, public or private, can use to
better manage the environmental effects of its activities .
Organizations electing to implement an EMS generally carry out the following steps . First, top management
creates an overarching environmental policy and a framework for setting and reviewing environmental objectives . Second, the organization develops a plan for meeting its environmental objectives . Third, the organization implements the plan developed in step 2 . Fourth, the organization periodically monitors the performance
of its EMS vis-a-vis the goals it developed in step 2 . Fifth, progress towards policy goals is reported to top
management who then determine whether any changes are needed in the organization's environmental policy
or any other aspect of the EMS . This process is iterative, meaning that once the fifth step of the process is
completed, the organization repeats the cycle again .

e International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
is developing new international environmental man
Ta gement standards that may have far-reaching implications for commercial environmental operations, trade and
commerce, and public policy . Known as the ISO 14000 series, these standards will provide public and private sector
organizations around the world with uniform approaches for

relationships with the local communities, and reduce environmental impacts . However, without appropriate incentives,
resources, and infrastructure, pro forma EMSs may be nothing more than empty paperwork exercises .

To better understand the many issues associated with global
environmental management standards, the Pacific Institute
managing the environmental effects of their activities . While launched a two year investigation of the implications of the
ISO 14000 series of environmental management standards
the potential environmental benefits of these standards are
on public policy and commerce . Funded by the U .S . Environconsiderable, there are many unanswered Questions about
mental Protection Agency, this research project investigates
how they will be applied in practice and their ultimate effect
the development, implementation, and potential applications
on environment Quality.
of the ISO 14000 series standards (both domestically and
internationally), with a principle focus on the ISO 14001 EMS
In September 1996, ISO issued the first standards of the ISO
14000 series, including ISO 1400 I , the standard that speci- standard . The study aims to provide insights into the benefits
fies the minimum requirements for an EMS . By December and limitations of the ISO 14000 environmental management
1999, roughly 13,370 organizations in 75 countries were standards . It examines the standards with regard to their ability to advance the "three Es" of sustainable development certified to the ISO 14001 standard, widely considered the
improved economy efficiency, enhanced environmental Qualworld's predominant EMS standard .
ity, and equitable participation of relevant stakeholders . We
Global environmental management standards, such as ISO also proffer recommendations on how the standards can be
14001, hold both promise and peril for furthering principles integrated into existing commercial practices, regulatory strucof sustainable development . On the positive side, EMSs are tures, and trade regimes .
potentially valuable tools that can, among other things, help
organizations become more economically efficient, enhance
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continued on p . 7 .

.

ISO, continued from p. 6 . . .

Key Findings
1 . EMSs can further principles of sustainable
development by effectively reconciling social
and environmental objectives with economic
goals.
From a business perspective, EMSs can serve to integrate
environmental considerations into day-to-day business functions and management strategies . Proper implementation of
an EMS can help organizations concurrently realize cost savings and reduced environmental impacts .
EMSs can also be useful tools that help government agencies
achieve policy objectives, such as improving relationships
between regulatory agencies and businesses . Initial evidence
from pilot projects experimenting with the use of EMSs in
regulatory programs provide anecdotal evidence of better
working relationships between government inspectors and pilot
facility staff . There is also evidence of EMS-based regulatory
programs improving relations between regulated entities and
NGOs .
2. The ISO 14000 series standards can play a
positive role in the "greening" of global commerce . However, improper application of the
standard can serve the opposite purpose .
Major multi-national corporations, such as Ford and GM, are
already requiring or strongly recommending that their suppliers conform to the ISO 14001 standard . Such market pressure may promote better environmental practices generally
and may also address non-regulated environmental impacts
through private supply-chain management . On the negative
side, blanket requirements for supplier certification may restrict market access for small- and medium-sized enterprises
and firms in developing countries who may not be able to
bear the associated implementation and certification costs .
Moreover, since certification to the standard does not require
that an organization meet any explicit environmental performance requirements, ISO 14001 certification mandates by
large corporations may promote "paper EMSs" that don't lead
to improvements in environmental performance .
3 . Though ISO 14001 can be a valuable internal management tool for organizations, its
ability to meet public policy objectives and
address societal expectations for corporate accountability is limited .

Evidence from public policy EMS experiments being conducted
in the US and elsewhere demonstrate that the ISO 14001
standard alone cannot satisfy public policy objectives in many
contexts . To address limitations in the standard, government
agencies are adding program components to the basic 14001
EMS that include environmental performance reporting, regulatory compliance assurance, and an emphasis on pollution
prevention . These additional components will likely not be
mandated by law, but instead will be used only by companies
that voluntarily elect to participate in performance-based programs . In addition, our research found that the ISO 14001
third-party certification process in the U . S. is currently neither consistent nor rigorous and lacks the credibility needed
for use in public policy.
4. The single most important factor undermining the credibility and value of the ISO 14001
standard is the absence of a meaningful public reporting requirement .
Third-party certification to ISO 14001 is not proof of environmental excellence, since no environmental performance
obligations are mandated in the standard . Until the ISO 14001
standard itself is sufficiently linked with environmental performance through a reporting requirement, and third-party auditing practices improve, certification will have little meaning
to external stakeholders . This lack of a reporting requirement
is inconsistent with environmental performance practices prescribed in global business norms, such as the CERES Global
Reporting Initiative, which recommends that companies openly
share information about their environmental performance .

5. ISO's evolution from an institution that
promulgates technical engineering standards
to one that defines management standards
with social and public policy implications has
not been accompanied by a parallel shift in the
representation of important stakeholders
within ISO.
ISO Technical Committee (TC) 207, the body responsible for
developing the ISO 14000 series standards, currently lacks
meaningful representation from many regions of the world,
including Eastern and Central Europe, Asia, and Africa . Government authorities and NGOs from many countries around
the world, including the United States, are also
underrepresented within national member bodies.
continued on p. 10 .
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PROGRAM

MEETINGS &
CONFERENCES
At the American Society for Quality annual conference in Las Vegas in February, Jason Morrison presented his views
on the challenges facing the use of environmental management systems in US
regulatory enforcement .

On March 25, Wil Burns engaged in a
debate with Norway's Ambassador to the
United States on the future of whaling at
a panel at the 5th International Wildlife
Law Conference in Washington, D .C .

On April 17, Peter Gleick delivered a
talk at the World Water Forum in The
Hague, Netherlands . The presentation
was entitled Conflict and Cooperation

Interim Surplus Criteria .

over Fresh Water.

On March 22 , Michael Cohen made a
presentation at the Southwest Strategy
federal inter-agency working group
meeting in Yuma, Arizona, entitled Im-

On April 2 1-22, Peter Gleick participated in the preparation of the Science
Statement on Behalf of Professional Organizations, Science and Research, for
the Ministerial Meeting of the World
Water Forum, The Hague, Netherlands .

On March 24, Michael Cohen made a
presentation to the Center for U .S .Mexican Studies, Fluid Boundaries :
Colorado River Water and the Californias
policy workshop in San Diego, CA, en-

The Natural Environment as a Third
Party Panel .
titled

On March 10, at the Quarterly MultiState Working Group on Environmental
Management Systems (MSWG) meeting
in Lexington, Kentucky, Jason Morrison
presented the findings of the Institute's
report, Managing a Better Environment :

PUBLIC OUTREACH

On January 22, Wil Burns made a presentation to the American Cetacean
Society's Los Angeles chapter, entitled

The International Whaling Commission
in the 21st Century: Leviathan or Laggard?
On February 3, Peter Gleick made a
presentation to the UC Berkeley Water
Working Group, entitled Anticipating

Opportunities and Obstacles for ISO Future Supply and Demand for Water .
14001 in Public Policy and Commerce .
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On February 7, Peter Gleick delivered a
symposium presentation at the American Water Works Association Water
Conservation Workshop in Salt Lake City,
Utah, entitled Efficiency and Conserva-

tion or be Dammed .
On April 15, Peter Gleick, delivered the
keynote presentation, addressing the
nexus of water and human rights at the
10th International Water Resources Association Congress in Melbourne, Australia .

On March I , Michael Cohen made a presentation at the Water Education
Foundation's Blueprint for the Future
workshop in Sacramento, California,
entitled Colorado River Environmental

pacts of Proposed Colorado River Management/Salton Sea Restoration Plan .

BRIEFS
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On February 17, Peter Gleick made a
presentation, entitled Water Research
and Policy Directions, at the Rockefeller
Foundation Workshop on International
Water issues, held in Antigua .
On February 19, Dana Haasz made a
presentation at the 20th Annual Rivers
Festival in San Francisco, entitled Reach-

ing Out to Non Traditional Audiences .
On February 20, Arlene Wong made a
presentation at the 20`h Annual Rivers
Festival of the Friends of the River, in
San Francisco, entitled Reaching Out to

Non-Traditional Audiences .
On February 24, Arlene Wong spoke at
a Sierra Club SF Bay Chapter Water
Policy Committee meeting on Environmental Justice and Water issues .
On February 24, Peter Gleick made a
presentation during a press briefing at
the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in Washington, D .C . The presentation was entitled The National Assess-

ment: Coming Challenges for Climate
and US Water Resources .
On February 28, Wil Burns delivered a
lecture on the future of the International
Whaling Commission in an international
environmental policy class at the
Monterey Institute for International Studies in Monterey, CA .

On March 2, Beth Chalecki delivered a
campus-wide lecture at the University of
Puget Sound, entitled Putting a Price on
Nature : Water and NAFTA . She also
delivered a lecture in a Global Security
class on the nexus of water and international security.
On March 4, WiI Burns made a presentation to the Environmental Law Society
at Santa Clara University's School of Law
in Santa Clara, CA, entitled
Intergenerational EQuity and the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

On May 19, Jason Morrison presented
the findings of the Institute's Managing
a Better Environment report to California State Senator, Byron Sher's staff and
invited guests .
On May 19, Jason Morrison briefed senior staff of the U .S. Congressional Research Service and Steve Lanich, Legislative Staff of the House Committee on
Resources on the findings and recommendations of the Institute's recent report on ISO 14000 and public policy .

On May 22, Jason Morrison met in Raleigh, North Carolina with state and loOn April I I , Peter Gleick made a pre- cal environmental groups to discuss the
sentation as part of the World Affairs merits and shortcomings of the use of
Council's 2000 Spring Study Group EMSs in the state's regulatory programs .
Series, entitled Fresh Water in a Global The meeting was organized by the NC
Context.
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) . On May 23 and
On April 14, Will Burns made a presen- 25, Mr. Morrison discussed the benefits
tation to the International Law Society and risks of external communication in
at the Stanford University School of Law EMS development at two DENR - sponin Palo Alto, CA, entitled The Agree- sored workshops entitled ISO 14001
ment on Conservation of Cetaceans of EMS: The Nuts and Bolts of Getting It
the Black and Mediterranean Seas: The Done.
Future of Regional Cetacean Conservation Accords .
PUBLICATIONS
On April 18, Will Burns delivered a lecture in an international environmental
policy class at the Monterey Institute for Wil Burns, From the Harpoon to the
International Studies in Monterey, CA, Heat : The International Whaling Comentitled The United Nations Framework mission and the Threat of Climate
Convention on Climate Change : An Change for Cetaceans, 1 9 GEORGETOWN
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REVIEW,
Overview.
(Fall 2000 - in press) .
In April, Katherine Kao Kushing delivered a lecture in a graduate class on en- Wil Burns, Climate Change and its Posvironmental policy and design at Stanford sible Impacts on the Ecosystems of PaUniversity in Palo Alto, CA, entitled A cific Small Island States, 6 ASIA PACIFIC
Practical Look at RegulatoryReinvention : JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT
(Fall 2000) .
Environmental Management Systems
as Environmental Regulatory Tools .
Wil Burns, Biosafety Resources on the
On May 2, Beth Chalecki presented
Internet, 1(3) BIODIVERSITY (Spring 2000) .
a paper entitled In the Bag? NorthSouth Water Exports to a specialty
Wil Burns, The Future Impacts of Seaconference of the American Water
Level Rise on Small Island Nations,
Resources Association in Anchorage,
GLOBAL CHANGE (Summer 2000) .
Alaska .

Peter Gleick, THE WORLD'S WATER, 20002001, Island Press, Washington, D .C.
(2000) .
Peter Gleick, The Changing Water Paradigm: A Look at Twenty-First
Century Water Resources Development,
25(l) WATER INTERNATIONAL (March
Jason Morrison, Katherine Kao Cushing,
Zoe Day & Jerry Speir,
MANAGING A BETTER ENVIRONMENT : OPPOR-

140001
IN PUBLIC POLICY AND COMMERCE (Pacific
Institute Report 2000) .
TUNITIES AND OBSTALCES FOR ISO

Arlene Wong & Lisa Owens-Viani,
BROWNFIELDS REDEVELOPMENT : MEETING
THE CHALLENGES OF COMMUNITY PARTICI-

(Pacific Institute Report 2000) .

PATION

APPOINTMENTS
As a U.S. delegate to the ISO Technical
Committee 207, Jason Morrison was
appointed to lead a task group of NGOs
that is working with TC 207 leadership
to develop a concept paper on the benefits and limitations of NGO participation in the ISO 14000 standards writing
process .
In January, Jason Morrison agreed to
serve on the Advisory Group of the National Biosolids Partnership's EMS Third
Party Verification Initiative . The Third
Party Verification Initiative is working to
provide independent assurance that
wastewater treatment plants that are using an EMS to manage biosolids are doing so in an effective, safe, and environmentally protective manner.
In April, Jason Morrison accepted an invitation to serve a three-year term as a
member of NSF International Strategic
Registrations, Ltd .'s Environmental Management System Advisory Council . NSFISR provides third party certification both
domestically and abroad for organizations implementing ISO 14001 .

FALL 2000
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Environmental Management Systems,
continued from p . 7
6 . Promote adoption of EMSs that foster
strongexternal stakeholder involvement for
all types and sizes of organizations .
Because EMSs have the potential to address the "Three
E's" of sustainability in ways that the current environmental regulatory system cannot, their widespread adoption should be promoted by entities such as multi-lateral
lending institutions, government agencies, multi-national
corporations, and industry associations . We also advocate that EMS procedures promote stronger NGO and
community involvement .
7 . Conduct more studies and pilot projects of
potential applications of EMS-based public
policy .
Anecdotal evidence from pilot projects we studied indicates that EMS-based regulatory programs and environmentally preferable procurement programs can promote
more effective environmental management within an organization, as well as improve relationships between an
organization and external groups . While our data is not
conclusive, it is strong enough to suggest that the uses
of EMSs in public policy merit further study and consideration .
8 . Improve ISO rule-making procedures, the
ISO 14001 standard itself, and the ISO 14001
third-party certification process to improve
ISO 14001's credibility and usefulness .
Representatives of industry in high-income countries
dominate the ISO 14000 rule-making process . As such,
the voices of low-income countries, government agencies, and NGOs are often not clearly heard . If standards

such as the

ISO 14000

series are truly to be industry's

response to the call for sustainable development, more
government agencies and NGO groups need to be more
meaningfully involved in the standard-setting process .
In addition to the rule-making process, the ISO 14001
standard itself needs change . We recommend that the

The ISO 14001 third-party certification process also
needs improvement . At a minimum, national accreditation bodies must take steps to ensure consistent audit
methods, scope, and reporting, appropriate auditor Qualifications, and demonstrate an absence of conflict of interest .
9 . Address inequities involved in adoption of
the ISO 14001 standard .
The implementation costs (monetary and otherwise) associated with adoption of the ISO 14001 standard are
not borne equally. Firms in developing countries and smalland medium-sized enterprises often lack the technical
expertise and financial resources necessary to prepare
for and undergo a third-party audit . Additionally, the environmental regulatory and ISO 14001 third-party certification infrastructure in developing countries may be
immature . Steps need to be taken by those entities promoting the standard to address these differences . For
example, global corporations who mandate third-party
ISO
140 1 certification of their suppliers should provide technical and financial assistance wherever necessary throughout their supply chain . Multi-lateral lending
institutions should also establish more partnerships between developed and developing countries to facilitate
technology transfer and to equalize the resource burden
of adopting the ISO 14001 standard or the ISO
14000 I series of standards generally.

For more information about the study,
please
contact
Jason
Morrison
(j morrison@pacinst .or g ) or Katherine Kao
Cushing (k c ushing@pacinst .org ) at the Institute . The report's Executive Summary is
available on-line at www.pacinst.org. Copies of the report can be purchased from the
Institute for $25 .00 . Contact Kristen at :
510 .251 .1600 .

standard be amended to require greater public
disclosure of information by organizations that are thirdparty certified .
ISO 14001
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Voices and Visions presents an additional perspective on the
Institute's scientific and policy concerns by addressing, through
poetry, the hard-to-Quantify, more affective aspects of development,
environment, and security.
Jerry Bass

The Redwoods
Louis SimDson
Mountains are moving, rivers
are hurrying. But we
are still .
We have the thoughts of giantsclouds, and at night the stars .
And we have names-guttural, grotesQueHamet, Og-names with no syllables .
And perish, one by one, our roots
gnawed by the mice. And fall .
And are too slow for death, and change
to stone. Or else too Quick,
like candles in a fire . Giants
are lonely. We have waited long
for someone . By our waiting, surely
there must be someone at whose touch
our boughs would bend ; and hands
to gather us; a spirit
to whom we are light as the hawthorn tree .
0 if there is a poet
let him come now! We stand at the Pacific
like great unmarried girls,

Perhaps the crux of the poetic craft is finding arrangements
of words and images that startle readers into fresh understandings, a revisiting of the familiar. A successful poem
awakens us from the tendency to fall into habitual, automatic
ways of seeing and feeling our world .
In The Redwoods, Louis Simpson undertakes the daunting
task of reawakening our appreciation of these natural wonders. He attempts this by personifying the redwoods, by
imagining how they might experience themselves if they had
consciousness. Thus he conceives them as feeling like lonely
giants among the clouds and stars, waiting for the poet
to breathe life into them.
Paradoxically, Simpson must use words to make the point
that words are, in the final analysis, insufficient to capture the
essence of redwoods . He gives them names - Harriet, Og
-that, while fitting in their atavistic flavor, don't actually exist
in our language . In describing them as "names
with no syllables," he further suggests the impossibility of
translating into words the attributes of these magnificent
trees .
A phrase I particularly like is "great unmarried girls ." We
don't ordinarily link "great" and "girls" ; our culture sometimes treats it like an oxymoron. Yet it seems a singularly apt
description of redwoods, which while physically imposing, are
somehow delicate and virginal . Ever since discovering this
poem, I can't
help but think "great unmarried girls" in the presence of
redwoods. The phrase enabled me to perceive the redwoods
in a different light than I did before . And we cannot ask
much more of a poem than that .

turning in our heads the stars and clouds,
considering whom to please .
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Bulk Water Exports
and Free Trade
Beth Chalecki, Research Associate, Pacific Institute

any economists and environmentalists have
contended that fresh water is a) used inefficiently, and b) a potentially scarce good . Reconciling these two premises would seem to require treating water as an "economic good," or more specifically a
commodity, and allowing market mechanisms to facilitate
the most efficient allocation of water. However, the logical conclusion to water commodification stops not at
domestic reallocation, but international and even global
reallocation . This article focuses on legal and equity
issues that may arise in the context of bulk water exports
under the framework of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) .

M

Customary fears of water shortages,
coupled with the prospect of global reallocation of water resources,
worries water-rich countries such as
Canada, which fears that its abundant supply might be increasingly
tapped to provide fresh water for
the rest of the world . Treating water purely as a commodity on the
global market will mean that its allocation will be governed by international commodity trading obligations . Environmental groups have
expressed concern that water resources may thereafter suffer the
fate of other common resources : overexploitation without any national control .
Trade in goods between the United States and Canada is
governed by NAFTA, which defines a good as "domestic
products, as these are understood in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT, the predecessor regime to the WTO) or such goods as the Parties may
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agree . . ." Most commercial goods and natural resource
commodities such as lumber or food clearly fall under
this definition . However, whether fresh water in situ would
be classified as a good under NAFTA, remains an unsettled Question . Both NAFTA and GATT refer to the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States and the
Canadian Customs Tariff, in which "ordinary natural water of all kinds" are classified under tariff heading 22 .01,
implying that they can be, and already have been, traded
as a good .
Assuming that fresh water does fall under the NAFTA
definition of a good, there are three conditions of NAFTA
that will impact international trade
in water. First, in accordance with
Article III (national treatment
clause) of the GATT, each signatory country must accord businesses and investors from the other
signatory countries the same preferential treatment that it accords
its own businesses and investors
for both goods and services . This
means that any NAFTA country
such as Canada cannot exclude
water exporters from other NAFTA
member states in favor of Canadian water exporters . Second,
Chapter I I of NAFTA allows corporations of any signatory country to sue the government of either of the other two signatories if that government takes some future action (usually legislative) to "expropriate" that company's profits .
This has already happened in the context of water exports : in the fall of 1998, a Santa Barbara company called
Sun Belt Water, Inc ., sued the government of Canada
under NAFTA Chapter 11 . Sun Belt lost a contract to
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export water to California when the British Columbia provincial government banned bulk water exports in 1995 .
While the Chapter I I suit cannot overturn the BC law, it
could make the government of Canada liable for the profits
that Sun Belt would have earned from the contract . This
might ultimately make federal, state, and provincial governments reluctant to pass legislation regulating commerce in natural resources . Third, NAFTA Article 309
states that, in case of shortage, exports of any good must
be reduced proportionally across the signatory countries .
This means that if Canada were to start exporting water
in bulk and subsequently faced a drought or other shortage, it could not reduce the amount of water exported to
the U .S . and Mexico in order to maintain unreduced deliveries to domestic customers . Rather, water deliveries
to both domestic and foreign customers would have to
be reduced proportionally . This is a de facto extension
of the "national treatment" clause, wherein all customers
are treated the same . The sum of these provisions is that
once water is traded as a good, it must continue to be
traded if valid contracts exist . This alarms many environmentalists who feel that the best method of protection
for natural resources on a watershed scale is domestic
legislation .
Water exports from Canada or the United States to other
countries are not governed by NAFTA, but by the terms
of the WTO, which are even more hostile to environmental concerns . While NAFTA makes some provision for
protection of the environment, the WTO establishes a
presumption that any trade restriction, even one designed
to protect the environment, is illegal . The burden of proof
that such a restriction is necessary rests on the country
imposing the restriction . Moreover, with the precedent
established by the 199 I Tuna-Dolphin case and the 1998
Shrimp Turtle case, it can be concluded that the WTO
does not generally accept domestic environmental protection legislation as a valid basis for imposing trade restrictions . Even some WTO member countries such as
South Africa, Angola, Ecuador, Chile, and Indonesia have
publicly stated during a recent WTO High-Level Symposium on Trade and Environment that environmental protection measures should not stand in the way of economic development .
The fear of multinational corporations exploiting the global commons to boost their own profits are likely the
driving source behind water anti-export sentiments The
Council of Canadians, an anti-NAFTA public interest or-

ganization in Ottawa, has sought to appeal to both the
need to protect ecosystems and Canadian patriotic sentiment in attempting to shut down the emerging bulk water export industry. In the face of such domestic pressure, Canadian legislators are now considering a bill to
ban bulk water withdrawals from Canadian basins . The
bill was carefully drafted so as not to authorize an export
ban, which would contravene Canada's obligations under both NAFTA and the WTO . The Canadian government is also asking for amendments to the International
Boundary Waters Treaty Act of 19 I I (which implements
the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty) to prohibit bulk withdrawals from all boundary water basins . However, prohibitive legislation notwithstanding, the demand for bulk
exports of fresh water is only likely to grow .

New From The
Pacific Institute :
The World's Water
2000-2001
PETER H . GLEICK

The second volume of The World's Water (20002001) was recently released . Completely new chapters have been produced on global water use projections, international river basins, the complex connections between water and food production, desalination, wastewater treatment and reuse, and the legal
issues around a human right to water. As with the first
volume, a large number of data tables are provided on
a wide range of water-related issues, including water
supply and demand, desalination capacity, reservoir
construction, salinization of land, and updated
numbers of endangered and threatened aquatic
species .

300 pages. $32 .00 .
For ordering information, consult The World's
Water website : www.worldwater .org.
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Brownfields
Redevelopment :
The Critical Role of
Community Involvement
Arlene Wong, Senior Associate, Pacific Institute

rownfields are abandoned, idled, or under-used industrial
and commercial sites where expansion or redevelopment is
complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination . In a new report, Brownfields Redevelopment : Meeting the
Challenges of Community Participation, the Pacific Institute emphasizes that communities must be active participants in the process of
identifying and redeveloping brownfields sites to ensure that
brownfields redevelopment contribute to a neighborhood's well-being .

B

What follows is a summary of the report's primary findings :
I.
Know the community (and be known)
Community engagement is optimized when stakeholders, agencies,
developers, regulators, and community members, are familiar with
each other. Many formal triggers for public participation, such as
public notifications of meetings or comment periods, have often
failed to provide adequate notification to the community about community development projects .
2.
Seek a diversity of opinions and stakeholders
Project outreach efforts must go beyond identifying a single organization or interest . One can not assume to know what people think
without asking, nor should one assume that any single organization
or individual represents the entire community.

ment and related issues often requires a more fluid forum for
addressing issues and soliciting participation throughout the
entire process rather than during a single stage of the project or
for a narrowly defined issue . Brownfields efforts that are elevated
and coordinated with a higher level of policy planning can expand
both coordination and participation .
6.

Continue to create policy and financial incentives for
projects with public benefits and community
involvement
Incentives for community-based planning and engagement are needed
to spur outreach efforts earlier in the process, particularly for less
organized communities or projects with low profiles . At the federal,
state, and local levels, assistance to promote brownfields redevelopment (for assessment, remediation, or development) should require
that such publicly-assisted efforts engage with community members
to provide projects with true community benefits (e .g., affordable
housing, job .training and employment, community services) .
7.
Improve community capacity to participate
Substantial portions of public financial and technical support for
brownfields redevelopment is directed towards developers or government agencies, not community organizations . Greater effort needs
to be made to ensure that resources are shared more directly with
communities to improve their capacity to participate in decisionmaking and redevelopment projects .

3.

Provide effective and regular communications to keep community actors informed throughout the redevelopment
process
Community interest may ebb and flow, but a community cannot act
on its interests if it is not informed . Thus, it is important to create
mechanisms for keeping community actors informed about activities
throughout the brownfields redevelopment process .
4.
Recognize and address credibility and trust issues
If there is a history of distrust among stakeholders, extra efforts
should be made to design a process to overcome credibility and
trust issues . A participation process must promote honesty in communication and integrity in actions and break from past patterns of
engagement that failed .
5.

Integrate brownfields redevelopment with other corn
munity priorities
Flexibility in framing the issues will allow for a broader and more
integrated response . Coordinating the many aspects of redevelop-
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8.
Use facilitators wisey
Done correctly, facilitated processes have been very effective in providing a more neutral and credible forum for discussion, in "equalizing" participation and eliciting opinions, and in providing professional assistance in communicating information . However, facilitated
meetings Twill not contribute to meaningful participation if results
are not integrated into the decision-making processes . Brownfields
projects are complicated transactions and potential costly because
of clean up and liability issues .
Brownfields redevelopment proponents have worked hard to develop tools to streamline and improve the process and to educate
stakeholders to make redevelopment happen . Similarly, many still
view community participation as vital, but scary and potentially costly .
Yet, this report shows that community participation is not only necessary, but offers tremendous benefits - they can make projects
more successful - for the developer and for the community.
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. . . . and a sustainable future for our research .

We are grateful to our members for making our
work possible. Will you join us?

The need for well-informed solutions to pressing problems of resource management, environmental protection,
economic development and national security is greater than ever . Ourstaff is small, but our efforts are carefully
targeted and the resulting information is effectively distributed to help make a difference . We have a well-established reputation for producing independent, credible, and useful research .
Invest in the Pacific Institute with a stock donation . Save twice by giving shares of appreciated stock.
You can avoid capital gains taxes on the appreciation and take a charitable gift deduction on the fair
market value at the time of your gift . Consult with your tax advisor then simply have your broker transfer
the shares to our account :
Fidelity Investments
DTC 0226
# X84-149497
If you have shares that have lost value, it's a good idea to sell the shares first, then donate the cash,
because you can claim deductions on the loss and for your charitable gift .

Annual Membership
[]

Members who join with a gift of $1,000 or more receive our newsletter, all major
publications for the year and our most recent biennial book on water issues, The
World's Water 2000-2001 .
$1,000

_$1,500

$2,000

$

[ ] Members who join with a gift of $100 or more receive our newsletter and all major
publications during the year.
$100
[]

$250

$500

$

All members receive our quarterly newsletter.
$25

__$50

$80

I welcome your questions about our organization and wa s to su port our work here at
the Pacific Institute . Diana Lee, Director of Development,dlee@pacinst .org
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Visit our web site and sign up
on our announcement list to be
informed of updates to the site,
as well as upcoming Institute events .

Dr . Tim Krantz
Program Manager
Salton Sea Database Program
University of Redlands
Center For Environmental Management
Redlands CA 92373
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www.pacinst org

Gary Wolff,Chief Economist . Dr. Wolff's focus at the Institute will be on resource economics issues,
with an initial emphasis on water demand management . Dr. Wolff holds a Ph .D . in Agricultural and Resource Economics from the University of California-Berkeley, and an M .S . in Civil Engineering from Stanford .
He formerly served as Director of the Incentives Program at Redefining Progress in San
Francisco and was also a consultant to municipal governments, nonprofit organizations, and private
clients . on engineering and economics issues .
Diana Lee . Director of Development . Ms . Lee previously worked to build supportive constituencies for the environment at Earthjustice and Greenpeace USA before coming to the Pacific Institute .
She is interested in helping people make charitable gifts that reflect their concerns and values . She has
a 12 year old son, serves on the Board of Directors of the East Bay Resource
Center and supports performing arts

Amar Mann, Research Associate . Mr. Mann is a master's student in the Energy and Resources
Group at University of California, Berkeley . His current research focuses on the economics of water
conservation and increasing the efficiency of water-use . He received a B .A . in Economics and also in
Studies in the Environment from Yale University, where his senior thesis measured the economic
efficiency impacts of the Imperial Irrigation District's water transfer agreement . Prior to joining the
Institute, Mr . Mann was a research intern at the Mono Lake Committee, where he studied the role of
fire in shaping Great Basin ecosystems .
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